ABSTRACT : This paper deals with numerical models for prediction of transient dynamical response induced by shocks upon structures with complex joints and shows experimental comparisons. The usual numerical methods for analyzing such structures in the low-and medium-frequency ranges consist in using reduced matrix models constructed with the elastic modes. The contribution of the higher modes is very sensitive to the model errors and to the data errors. In this paper, a nonparametric probabilistic method is applied to construct the random matrix model allowing model errors and data errors to be taken into account. The paper presents an extension of the nonparametric method for the case of non homogeneous model errors through the structure. A dynamic substructuring method is then used and the nonparametric probabilistic model of random uncertainties is used in each substructure with its own level of uncertainties. This approach is applied to a dynamical system made of two plates attached by a complex joint. Experiments have been performed and are used to validate the probabilistic predictive model.
INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with numerical model for predicting transient dynamical response of structures with random uncertainties, excited by a shock. Shock-induced transient dynamics phenomena are widely investigated in the literature. Two kinds of approaches are generally used: the Finite Elements methods (FEM) (see for instance Refs. [1] [2] [3] [4] ) or the Statistical Energy Analysis method (see for instance Refs. [5, 6] ). The present paper concerns transient phenomena for which elastic modes can be used for describing the transient response in the low-and the medium-frequency ranges. Consequently, the FEM is used. Due to the presence of complex substructures having a high level of model uncertainties, such as a complex joint, a probabilistic approach is favoured.
The FE model of such mechanical systems is uncertain (1) due to model uncertainties (for instance, modeling a complex joint by a simple subsystem) and (2) due to data uncertainties (geometry, boundary conditions, constitutive equations). In order to improve the robustness of the predictions, the model uncertainties and the data uncertainties have to be considered. In structural dynamics, data uncertainties are usually taken into account through parametric models (see for instance Refs. [7, 8] ). Recently, a nonparametric probabilistic model of random uncertainties has been introduced [9] in structural dynamics. This nonparametric approach allows model uncertainties and data uncertainties to be taken into account in order to increase the robustness of the predictions. This nonparametric probabilistic approach is constructed by using (1) the mean finite element model and (2) a set of random matrix constructed with the Maximum Entropy Principle [10] [11] [12] . The mean model corresponds to the nominal finite element model usually developed for the predictions of the dynamical responses. The random equations of the stochastic system are solved by numerical method through a Monte-Carlo numerical simulation.
Since the nonparametric probabilistic model is a direct construction of the probability distribution of the random operators of the structure, which can then be defined as a global approach for a structure, for the case of non homogeneous uncertainties, the implementation of the nonparametric probabilistic model needs a dynamic substructuring method (for example, the Craig and Bampton method [13] ). In this context, works have been carried out in the field of harmonic responses [14] . Here the nonparametric approach is extended to the prediction of shock-induced transient responses for structures with spatially non homogeneous uncertainties [15] . The probabilistic numerical prediction are compared with experiments [16] .
In Section 2, the equations of the mean model by dynamic substructuring are presented, Section 3 summarizes the implementation of the nonparametric probabilistic model allowing model uncertainties to be taken into account for the non homogeneous case. The observations of the dynamical system are carried out by shock response spectra. Section 4 deals with the construction of the confidence regions of the shock response spectra. Section 5 is devoted to experiments whereas Sections 6 and 7 compare the predictions with the experiments.
EQUATIONS OF THE MEAN MODEL BY DYNAMIC SUBSTRUCTURING
Let us consider the transient response of a fixed structure with a linear constitutive equation, slightly damped, subjected to a deterministic impulsive external load ( ) ext f t . The dynamic subtructuring method with fixed interface (Craig and Bampton [13] ) is used. The extension to the case of a free structure is straightforward. 
in which the reduced matrices 
In Equation (3) 
The reduced matrix models of the substructures are usually assembled using the continuity of displacements and the equilibrium of the interacting forces on the coupling interfaces.
NONPARAMETRIC PROBABILISTIC MODEL
The structure exhibits subdomains with various levels of uncertainty (non homogeneous uncertainties). Consequently, the substructuring is fit so that each substructure can be considered as homogeneous with respect to its level of uncertainties. Thus, the uncertainty level differs from one substructure to another one. The nonparametric probabilistic model of uncertainty is implemented independently for each substructure.
Construction principle of a nonparametric model of random uncertainties for each substructure
The nonparametric probabilistic approach [9] 
in which r ¡°¢ ± M is a random matrix with values in the set By construction of the nonparametric model, we have
where E is the mathematical expectation. 
random matrix whose probability distribution is defined below. The probability distribution
is constructed by using the maximum entropy principle [9] and is defined by a probability density 
in which det is the determinant of the matrices, 
is the gamma function defined for 0 z > by ( ) 
The parameter has to be chosen such that 
in which G ¢ ± L is an upper triangular matrix in 
with T defined by Eq. (13) Each realization of the random matrices is constructed according to the probabilistic model described in Section 3 and using the algorithm presented in Section 3.3. The transient responses for every realization are carried out using the Newmark method (unconditionally stable step-by-step numerical integration scheme [18] ). The probabilistic magnitudes describing the random SRS are estimated by the usual mathematical statistics allowing a confidence region to be constructed. 
Confidence region for the random responses
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EXPERIMENTS
Experiments are used for validating the proposed nonparametric approach of random uncertainties for transient dynamics induced by shocks in a structure having a complex joint.
Experimental results are made up of 21 experiments carried out for the same test specimen.
Experimental model description
The test specimen [16] consists of two 3mm-thick aluminium (Dural) plates connected together through a complex joint and excited by a deterministic impulsive load. Plate 1 is 0.4m width and 0.6m length. Plate 2 is 0.5m width and 0.6m length. The complex joint is constituted of 2 smaller plates (2mm-thick, 0.14m width, 0.6m length), tightened by 2 lines of 20 bolts (see Figure 2 ).
The experimental database is constituted of the accelerograms measured with 29 accelerometers for 21 experimental configurations corresponding to 21 random distributions of bolt-prestresses having the same mean values [16] . The experimental set-up corresponds to a free-free structure.
The impulsive loads used in the experiments are deterministic. The two loads that we have chosen to display here range in the medium-frequency band: [1000-1200] Hz (see Figure 3) and [1800-2000] Hz (see Figure 4) . The experimental loads for 200 Hz bandwidth are digitally generated and consequently, the 21 configurations are excited with the same deterministic impulsive load.
Analysis of experimental results
For each configuration and for the driven force (impulsive load applied to the excitation point), the experimental database is constituted of the normal accelerations measured by 29 accelerometers located to the nodes of a regular grid constituted of 29 points which coincide with nodes of the mean finite element model. In order to limit the number of figures presented in this paper, the experimental results and the comparisons of the experiments with the predictions are limited (for a given impulsive load applied to the excitation point 1 in plate 2, see Fig. 2 ) to 3 observation points (3 accelerometers). The first one is the driven point (point 1 in plate 2), the second one is an observation point located in the plate where is located the driven point (point 3 in plate 2) and the third point is located in the other plate, through the complex joint (point 2 in plate 1). Additional results and comparisons can be found in Ref.
[15].
The experimental results are expressed in terms of SRS and displayed for two observation points ( Fig. 2) : point 2 is situated on plate 1, whereas point 3 is in plate 2 which is the excited one. In Figure 5 and Figure 6 , the pencil of solid lines represents the SRS for 21 experimental configurations at observation points 2 and 3 (see Fig. 2 ). 
COMPARISON OF THE EXPERIMENTS WITH THE MEAN MODEL PREDICTION
A FE model is developed for the mean model of this test specimen and allows the response of the mean model to be calculated. Further, the nonparametric probabilistic approach of random uncertainties due to the complex junction is constructed from the mean FE model.
Mean model

Finite Element model of the mean system
The The mean model prediction's SRS do not agree with the experimental SRS. These significant errors between the experimental and the mean numerical responses cannot be due to the boltprestresses. On the contrary, they point out that the model uncertainties in the mean model are important and require model (and data) uncertainties to be taken into account through the proposed nonparametric probabilistic approach.
RESULTS OF THE PROBABILISTIC MODEL
A confidence region of the stochastic response of the model with random uncertainties can then be used to predict the responses of the uncertain system and can be compared with the experiment.
In order to evaluate the role played by the nonhomogeneity of uncertainties which are assumed to be larger in the complex joint, a sensitivity analysis with respect to parameters Hz with
